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001
Alyssa Takimoana
From: Karen Addenbrooke <fraser.a@xtra.co.nz>

Sent: Friday, 6 November 2020 9:27 am
To: RDC Information

Subject: Submission to the Annual Plan
Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged
Categories: Mike

I would like to submit a request to investigate the provision of a walkway on Nga Tawa Road. We are zoned
Residential but find at times, the road is too dangerous to walk on it and in parts not enough clear space to walk
beside it. The road is used as a loop road from town by cyclists, walkers, runners and dog walkers. This road is a
State Highway 1 bypass and consequently many oversize vehicles use the road, not always at a sensible speed. On
occasions local people walking or hiking are oblivious to this and put themselves in harms way.
The walkway would not need to be of concrete but of any other material that will provide a firm footing and safe
way to walk beside this road.

This submission is also supported by residents of
38 Nga Tawa Road
102A Nga Tawa Road
102B Nga Tawa Road
102C Nga Tawa Road
102E NgaTawa Road
132 Nga Tawa Road
Regards
Karen Addenbrooke
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002
The
12th

To the District Council

Dear Sir or Madam,

On behalf of the Taihape Playground Group, we would like to a submission
to the council for a playground skatepark at Taihape's Memorial Park.
We would like to make this a for all the community our visitors to enjoy
from all and in life.
We have attended two community council meetings to express our concerns and
our passion to much improvements and developments made to our
playground and area. We feel our town is well overdue for an
to our playground since it has no improvements bar a

fountain since 1994. We have presented photos which were taken of the current
tired conditions of the playground and skatepark. You will notice the photos show
large cracks, at the end of the big yellow tube slide, flaked paint everywhere,
missing swings since August this year, the ground is low in bark, rust and missing
screws around much of the playground structure. (Please see current park photos

attached).
It has also been brought to our attention that the skatepark needs either updating
or extending as the current one is too advanced for beginners. The only

improvements the skatepark has seen since the year 2000 is a new skating ring
and rails. The ring around the skatepark has broken parts which have been
hazardous to skaters. Someone has tried to fix it using bits of wire.
(Please see photo)
Since approaching our local councillors they have been incredibly supportive in
helping us informed and up to date on meetings and events that are
beneficial and relevant to this project.
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Community Consultation and Input
We have consulted with the Taihape community using social media and have
created our own facebook page called “Taihape Playground group”. So far we
have 334 members on our page and the numbers continue to grow. We have
seen huge interests from our members who continue to add many photos of
parks they visit all around New Zealand, links and posts that would inspire great
design ideas and the utilisation of space.
We also conducted an online questionnaire to encourage and gather more data of
ideas and suggestions from as many people within the community as possible.
The questionnaire was linked to the Taihape community pages as well. We visited
and emailed local schools (country schools included) and presented most of the
schools with hardcopies of the questionnaire. We wanted to include and find out
what our children would like to see at their playground and skatepark.
The response has been extremely positive within our whole community, and we
are still receiving a lot of positive feedback and support to date.

List of schools and childcare centre’s we have presented the questionnaire to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Taihape Area School
St Joseph School
Mataroa School
Taoroa School
Moawhango School
Pukeokahu School
Papanui School
Taihape Kindergarten
Taihape Childcare Centre
Taihape Playcentre
Te Puawai o te Kakano Kohanga Reo
Mokai Patea Kohanga Reo

(Please see hard copy questionnaire attached)
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The main questions we wanted information from within our community were
where the best site would be for a new playground and skatepark, some ideas on
themes and colours, any ideas on what else should be included in the new play
area. We received 176 responses. (Please see the questionnaire response attached).

We have also been present at a Talking table' in Taihape's main street. Locals and
non-locals passing by offered a lot of feedback and ideas which were placed into
our suggestions box. We were also given donations from people walking by. We
placed the suggestions box at the Taihape Information Centre for several weeks
to allow plenty of time for the community to continue to have their say.

Site Location and Designs
The ideal site according to our questionnaire is the existing playground and skate
park area and the north side of the grandstand where the toilets are currently
situated. We have been keeping in contact with the Taihape Heritage Trust who
are supportive of the site we wish to use next to the grandstand, as this fits in
nicely with their design plans as well. We have been in touch with Nardia Gower
who has informed us that as far she is aware the two ideal sites are clear of any
underground sewerage and infrastructure making them both perfect locations for
a playground/skatepark. (Please see the aerial image where the potential site
location is outlined in blue).
We have found that people want to have better signage from SH1 to encourage
visitors passing through town to stop and enjoy our facilities, safer parking that is
easily accessible to the park grounds. A design layout suitable for all ages and
stages. Shading and shelter are a must for alt the extreme weather conditions we
have. Toilets need to be in closer proximity to smaller children and need to be in
far better condition than what the current ones are. The need for fencing to keep
smaller children safe from the road has been mentioned frequently. The list goes
on. (Please see attached Community Ideas for Location/Design Ideas/Themes and
Colours).
We have been in contact with the Playground Groups from Marton and Ratana
Park and they have been very keen to offer advice and suggestions.
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Approximately 20-50 children use the playground and skatepark daily. TAS
students regularly use these facilities on their morning tea/lunch/afternoon tea
breaks and before and after school. Other times of high use include the swimming
season (before and after swimming), sports seasons including rugby, ripper,
touch, tennis, netball is also a popular time for children to use park facilities. Lots
of action also happens over the weekends where families/friends/individuats like
to spend time together or by themselves to have picnics, go for walks or just to sit
and relax. It is a poplar place to have group functions such as birthday
celebrations, Christmas break ups for families, friends, schools, kohanga reo and
childcare centres. Spectating at public functions such as Christmas in the Park and
Gumboot Days see a lot of children using playground and skating facilities as well.

Fyndraising
We have been involved in two very successful fundraising events. The Rangitikei
District Council kindly invited us to serve food and drinks at a Business networking
event evening held at the Taihape Town Hall supper rooms. This was a wonderful
opportunity to allow us to network and engage with some of our local businesses
as well. The response was incredibly positive and supportive. The northern and
southern councillors of the RDC including our Mayor Andy Watson and Chief
Executive Petter Beggs also attended the event giving us a lot of support and
encouragement as well. We also received donations on top of the fundraised
money we made.

Our most recent fundraising was the Christmas in the Park. Held in the Taihape
Town Hall, hosted by Steve and Ariana Cross. We sold sausage sizzles, drinks, and
chocolates. We also received generous donations on top of the money we raised.

We are now a subcommittee to the Taihape Community Development Trust who
have offered to support us by way of applying for applications for bigger funding
and any advice required. Pania Winiata has helped us open a bank account for the
money the Taihape Playground Group raise through our own fundraising. This
account is separate to the bank account the Trust hold for bigger funds made
through their grant applications.
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We know that a huge amount of fundraising is necessary to get this project up
and running, and we are dedicated to achieving whatever amount necessary.

Ideas such as business sponsorship, online silent auctions, facebook give-a-little
page, raffles, buy-a-brick pathway or buy-a-fencepost type fundraising to involve
community, Christmas in the park sausage sizzle, movie and supper at the
Majestic, Gumboot Day, running the bar at a concert in January, housie/bingo
nights, and a batons up raffle, are our initial ideas to help fund.
We feel that to enable the best collaboration between our group and the council,
we are requesting help with design for the area, help with compliance on health
and safety issues, and some generous help with regard to funding.
The Taihape Playground Group and supporters meet every Wednesdays at 330pm
where minutes are taken. We welcome all members of the council who would like
to attend.

Thank you for your support so far in this,

Kind Regards
The Taihape Playground group.

Group members: /" ^//^^ Ck>A4€ C^^
'^'^a^/-

Treasurers^y^rar
Jfn^ 7t-^ H^r-

Chairperson: ^iQ^T}
^Vvo.;k-^ 0<3-^^

TCDT mejxiher:

,9 "'

i^-c^
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Community responses from our Questionnaire
Location Ideas:
-Depending on where/if there would be new public toilets, the proposed new play area
would be great. If funding allows for the skate park to be extended into the existing play
area, that would be great. If not, perhaps there could be picnic tables with info about the
walk through to Papakai and/or history of Memorial park on the walls of the swimming
centre OR this area could accommodate exercise machines for adults etc.
-Have 2 playground areas for two different age groups. Does the present skate park cater
for our population (never see it crowded) leaving it as is with maybe modifications on it.
-New Entry Gate into Option 2 from road.. ~New toilet next Nth Grandstand end M/F park
users & children
-Move the rose garden to where the olds lotions block is. Move the skate park further whilst
updating it either extend it or remodel - with that in mind you have more space to develop
the kids playground without impinging on anyone's space
-Develop a new skate park area in the purposed new playground space and extend the
playground area to include the existing playground space AND the existing skate park space.
Have some of this fenced for younger children. My rationale is so children can still be seen
when playing tennis and don't have to go too far away if going outside to play from the
pools (if you have one child gone out to play and one child still getting dressed in the
changing rooms). Will TAS use this playground like they use the existing one? If they intend
to use it, are they contributing financially?
-Extend the existing park and add exercise machines around the rec.
-Move skatepark and extend playground area into that area making it much bigger so you
can have a good variety of equipment including a fenced off toddler playground.
-Have skate park where toilets are and extend playground near pools as this is used alot
when pools are open. Also reduces amount of hazard bikers near where cars are reversing in
andoutofcarparksetc
-I would prefer the playground to stay in the same spot,as it is easy to see the kids playing
while at tennis/popping in and out of the pools/watching rugby. Also I like that it is away
from the main road. But I don't like the idea of having the younger kids playground
separated from the main play area - having kids of all different ages means it would be
difficult to keep an eye on all of them.
-Could the skatepark move to the area by the grandstand, and extend the existing
playground where it is? ~Extend the playground where it is.. make parking down the side of
the pool. I have seen the playground used often by families during and after swimming. I see
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-little kids use the skatepark. Modify it and put a bigger skatepark where the rose gardens
are

-Option one, with toilets between the two areas to make it easy for children/adults families
to access

-Revamp and relocate skateboard to proposed playground, allowing to extend and upgrade
existing playground for all levels of age group and their development, preschool, primary,
intermediate, teenagers to adults.

-When upgrading the skatepark add a sealed pump track for skateboards bikes
scooters.

-Extend the park where it is, add a fence and move the skate park by the
grandstand
-Move the skate park to the area by toilets. Demolish awful old playground and build a
brand new playground for multiple ages and abilities where the skate park and current park
are. Make sure it is disability/wheel chair friendly too so that it is inclusive for alt people
who wish to use it.
-Option 1 sounds great BUT, kids hang over the side of grandstand as it has no barrier like
the opposite end, a dangerous accident waiting to happen so that should be addressed first
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Design, Themes and Colours Ideas:
-Something bright and colourful. xl9
-Natural/wooden/nature x9
-Black and Red and white x2
-Yellow, blue, green

-Colours that wear well, but not get too hot in the sun!
-Gumboot theme x26 (gumboot theme names for equipment)
-Farm/Rural theme, tractors, sheep, cows to climb xl5

-Our beautiful rivers and native bush, mountain, papa cliffs hills x8
-Bird street names x4
-Maori x2

-Ohakunes park comes to mind, Taihape Is well known for Gumboot's, Farming, Railways,
Trucking maybe some of these 'cartoonized' characters?
-Incorporate a giant gumboot slide in the centre or a giant gumboot that the kids can go
inside and climb up the outside with handholds or indents. Maybe a fence painted in
gumboots?
-Big slides wooden forts, climbing wall or climbing frame
-movement, water, climb, slide, A water play area would be awesome.
-Plant more native plants in the area and trees for sun shelter. X2

-No plastic. Clean. 2021. lots of visiting car clubs! Loved the clip on the inclusive playground
-A friendly, rural town whose proud history we all stand behind. Community caring,
Community, family. A safe community where our kids can grow and learn in an awesome
environment. Children our future. Our diverse culture that now appears in out community,

Kiwiana
-Safe for our babies, interesting for kids and engaging for teens and adults.. Obstacle course
type playground to suit all ages, plenty of seating areas for patents/grandparents
-All seasons in one day....excellent southerly wind breaks, shade, but not all as need some

vit d and warmth. Needs to be for wet winters
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-Kiwana park is a perfect example of why colour and themed play items would work
-Employ local artists to paint murals etc around the playground area & all around town.
Themes could include community spirit, te Ao Maori, etc.
-Keep it natural and timeless. We have a beautiful rural setting, let's celebrate that. Native

plants, hardwood, timeless/neutral colours that wont face or date. Keep it classy, not cheesy
or gimmicky. What about continuing the bird theme with awesome sculptures and art work.
Think outside the box and have open ended, architectural "equipment" rather than the
typical, expected playground structures. Playground are for fun but they also offer so many
learning opportunities. Please, please, consider What skills will our children develop through
the pieces that are included; Creativity, climbing, swinging, social skills, imaginary/dramatic
play experinces, running, jumping, problem solving, safe risk taking, relaxing, swinging,
movement, spacial awareness, enclosure, healthy habits etc
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-BMX track would be great. But maybe situated in another place?
-Some challenging obstacles .... look at Marine Parade Napier for inspiration. A flying fox

would be amazing
-The playground is used by the school too which is great however there needs to be an area
where young mothers and young children can go that is safe(fenced) and have specifically
aged equipment. No school children will be allowed in there. You would have to have
something for slightly older children in there too for mothers with younger and older
children. A place to sit for parents. Many people driving past through Taihape use these
areas too including school equipment in front of TAS as a place to give kids a break from the
car trip
-AS mentioned above, utilise the swimming centre outer walls for more information about

the walkways, history and attractions.
-Special needs playground equipment
-Fence off around the gumboot area, use that area for a playground to represent Taihape
better. One side of the gumboot for parking and the other the play area, replace all the
equipment at the pools for kids to play on them.
-Toilets

-Equipment must be sturdy to accommodate adults & cuddly kids in one area & the other
playground specifically for under 10s. Over 10s to have a table tennis table to encourage
families to play together. People will eventually' get the hang of' carting bats & balls in
their vehicles as more tables pop up in other towns.
-A bike pump track would be great. More swings.
-Fenced area for our smaller bubbahs

-Taihape families& companies invited to sponsor the costs of each unit item eg( Smith family
swings)put together project team with various skill set. Legal,funding,design,Public
relation/Trades
-Padded flooring not bark,
-Toilets close by ie not at the end of the tennis courts across the other side of the park.
-Trampolines!.........more slides and swings. If it doesn't cost to much it would be awesome

to see some water features like maybe a design running of a mini Mt Ruapehu ....
-And shade sails. Shade. More activities for children to do
-Trampolines in the ground for safety for the little kids
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-Interactive games eg large connect 4 etc Much larger skatepark area
-Ohakune carrot park is a good template for a play park. Get cool play equipment ideas from
there.

-More challenging area for older children. A fenced off area for under 5s only
-An area for the kids to ride their bikes like at the Victoria Esplanade. I love the obstacle
course in Ohakune.

-A playground and bike areas that suits multiple age groups - presently it is most suited to
younger children. The playground and bike parks along Marine Parade in Napier are a good
example of this.
-Water play features. Challenging equipment for older kids - e.g 'ninja warrior' type play
structure like at the Ahuriri playground in Napier. Flying fox. Shade,shade,shade!! And
seating for adults
-Could also put a pump track at the rear of the reek by the bush
-Covered in exercise area similar to Ohakune

-adding signage / directions that will attract visitors passing by
-Flying fox Bike park (track) Te Awamutu playground in the waikato has the most amazing
playground and bike track. Worth having a look at for ideas
-I think it should be about the children - it is their space, not a babysitter for parents wanting
to exercise, socialise or the like. Interactive play, where children can get dirty, climb the odd
tree and just be kids :).
-If you were to extend the skate park.it would cool to have a a push bike area there for kids
more so for little ones could ride around like the one over at the beach front in Napier with
the little roads and signs Stop & Go So they have some where fun to ride there little bikes
around safely.
-Some unique play equipment....think Levin etc...a playground that's draws ppl to town.

-Scooter/bike track for younger children stop go lights et
-Lighting for the skatepark that turns on at dark and turns off around 8. This would be great
-for the skater community and other skatepark users that work during the day and don't
have time to use the skatepark during sunshine
-A kids Skating/scooting/biking track (built like a mini town, could ask shops to sponsor it
and build mini versions of their shop in return for sponsorship) built like the one by the
whanganui pools
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-Accessible toilets !! So you don't have to walk for miles to find one
-Cool toilets like the ones in the carrot park in Ohakune
-Wet area, cheese wheel

-Sprinklers Scooter road track Water play More swing
-Pump track and obstacle course

-The exercise machines would work well with 2 or 3 machines at different spots around
town and at memorial park. If we could map a 15-20min walking/running loop around town
in well lit areas maybe 2 machines at Gumboot Alley then walk/run 2 the next station eg the
gumboot on Mataroa rd and so on
-More swings...a basket swing as well. Make play equipment for alt sizes

-Include something for our disabled. Easy access for all kids
-Large fort. The kids do play a lot on what is there now but it could be bigger & way better.
Swings are always good.

-Upgrade basketball hoops atTAS. Families and young adults use the basket ball courts all
day during holidays and after school hours so definitely part of the community. Basketball is
a pro social activity and very accessible to all as you only nred a court and a ball. There are
some real talented players too. A growing sport for NZ
-Picnic tables, mini tramps built in to the ground, tandem swing for mum and bubs, better
secure baby swings without the chain.
-cctv camera, gumboot themed Park like the carrot park in ohakune
- A 'Cycleway ' for children? Parkour style gym
-Water fountain/bottle fill up area , More seating areas, shaded areas
-Inground trampolines, flying fox, giant mouse wheel
-Climbing structures, flying fox, in ground trampolines, interactive music making structures
-Flying fox, in-ground small trampolines/rebounders. Large fort and slide.

-Definitely need a safer drive/park area . Unsure how it could be managed but cars driving in
and out to park for tennis and swimming, am really surprised there hasn't been a child hit.
Kids and often little kids run from park back and forth to parents at tennis and can't be seen
popping out from in front of or behind a parked car.. a toilet and hand washing facilities
close by
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-Bmx Bike track or something similar Flying fox Mini trampolines More seating areas, picnic

tables
-I would rather have more play space to cater for a range of ages over parking space. This is
a playground development after all. There is plenty of parking on the road.
-Bike pump track, more swings condor like at st jos, slides
-The skate park would love to see a road bike track, with traffic lights and pedestrians like
the one in whanganui by swim centre
-More little kid equipment and a rope candor
-Area for smaller children Family friendly Handy access to toilets
-A expression swing (where an adult and child can face each other and swing together)
-Safe, fenced in and family friendly. Water area would be cool
-Ground tramp. Bigger slide. Flying fox. Pump track. Better concrete. More Jumps/ramps.

More for older kids
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Taihape Playground and Skatepark Questionnaire
Hi from the Taihape Playground Group!
We have noticed a need for either revamping or creating a new playground

and skatepark area for kids [and adults!) for positive recreation and to
promote physical activity in a fun and interactive way.
After some discussion, we have decided to focus on the Memorial Park area,

as we feel this will be the best place for our Taihape youngsters to gain the
most benefit. We know the park is used extensively while parents are

playing tennis, rugby, touch and by kids before and after swimming (to
name a few...), so would love an area that inspires and reflects our town.

This is where YOU come in! We need ideas from the community to make
this the best place possible so that YOU get the most benefit from it! Please
fill in the questionnaire and give as many examples - ideas big or small - we

need them all. Dream big, and hopefully we will achieve something great
together!

Playground Area
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1. LOCATION:
OPTION 1: Extend the skatepark towards the pool where the existing playground is.
Add areas for multiple skill levels. Make a new playground next to the grandstand
including a fenced area for younger children.
OPTION 2: Keep the skatepark where it is and revamp the existing playground. Add
a fenced playground for younger children near the rose garden at the grandstand end of
the driveway.

OPTION 3: Give us your ideas... (NB: We have been informed that the toilet block
near the grandstand will be demolished which gives more space in that area)

2. THEMES & COLOURS: Taihape is known for lots of things - give us some ideas of
what you might like our new playground to represent

3. DREAM BIG: What would you like to be included in the playground... (select as many
as you like and add suggestions)
Exercise machines for adults
BBQ area
' More carparks

Interactive play equipment

Better lighting
Other (please specify)

Please join our Pacebook page 'Taihape Playground Group' for updates and to share
more ideas with us. We are really excited about this project and can't wait to get some
inspiration from our awesome community!
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Good move by
local skateboarder

Lining up their boards, local skateboaiders reckon Wiis "oneoftliebest."

Pictured (left to right) are: John Campbell,Maik Logan, Milo Rotibihs,
Wi Whale, Maik Troon and Sam Srhoj.

The appearance of two opportunity to do
something good.
skateboard ramps at the
According to Taihape
old roller skate rink in
Primary School
the recreation grounds
have proven popular in principal Mi Tim
more ways than one.

Hocquard, the ramps are

Not only have our local
skateboarders got

always being used by
pupils. "Providing the
kids with somewhere to
use their boards has not
only kept them busy but
has also cut down on the
damage in and around
the school," said Mr

somewhere safe to hang
out and practice, but

vandalism in and around
the Taihape Primary
School is at an all time
low
The ramps were

designed, built and
placed at the rec by local
skate boarding
enthusiast Wi Whale.
Having grown up in
Taihape and knowing
what it is like when
there is little to keep
youth occupied Wi saw
this project as an

Wi contacted the

Rangitikei District

Council for help. He
suggested they
contribute in some way
toward providing
materials and/or labour
to provide the extra
ramps. Wi was told by
the council that they
have no funding
available for the project,
Out of resources, there

is little Wi can do now.

Hocquard.

The ramps are in
constant use during

school lunch times, after
school hours, weekends

and holidays with

boarders queueing /to

test their skills on t{iem.
Recognising the/need
for more and different
variations to (hp ramps,

In a language of their
own, local skate

boarders told the Times
they would just continue
to queue at the two
ramps made by Wi, to
do their "allies, kickflips, 180's. 360's,
shove-it-nose-grabs and
nollies."
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26 January 2021

Mayor Andy Watson
Rangitikei District Council
Private Bag 1102
Marton

Kia ora Mayor Watson

TUTAENUI RESERVOIR FUNDING 2021
At our recent meeting with you and the management team, we had a very useful roundtable on
operational matters for the site. We had promised to follow up with a formal request to you for a funding
allocation in the current draft Annual Plan, in order that it could be brought before the community
through the upcoming consultation process.
We had agreed to identify a sum of $10,000, which our community team would then work to increase
through funding applications over the coming year. Importantly, it is our clear intention to expend funds
received on the never-ending list of projects at the reservoir site.
We would like to thank you for your advocacy and support of the reservoir project and welcome the
opportunity to show you and other Councillors around the site at any time. We would particularly
welcome the opportunity to host Councillors out there during the annual plan process.

This summer has been hugely successful, with a number of new projects under way (in particular track
work and animal control), and the numbers of visitors continue to astound us! Our estimate of 200-300
per week is very close to the mark, and the diversity of users, from families to fishermen, is fantastic. We
particularly get feedback that the reservoir is an opportunity that has been sorely missed in the district.
We look forward to working further with the Council team on a memorandum of understanding between
the Society and Council and discussing funding at the forthcoming Annual Plan process.

Again, thanks so much for your support.

Nga mihi
Maree

^mw

mm

RESTORATION SOCIETY

MAREE GURNEY
Co-ordlnator

Phone 020 4003 0474
Rlbby Farm

RD 2
Marton 4788
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Submission for Taihape Town future development - Feburarv 2021

18 FEB 2021
My suggestions for the up-dating of a new Town Plan include: j-o: ....•3'^
• Re-zoning for Commercial Trade to be moved away from CBD area ''""

•

Schools

Doc:

• Housing
• Parks and Reserves

• Parking
1. To shift the present Rubbish Dump on Manu Rd to the other side of SHW 1 to the far end of OTaihape
Road (beyond Gibbs Road).
This will free up the land on Manu Road for potential housing development sites (depending on land stability).
Acknowledging the old 'rubbish dump' site will be unsuitable for building and consider it become a park (green
area) for the new housing development.
Also to build a foot-bridge from the new development park area on Manu Road across the OTaihape stream to
Weka St, enabling foot traffic, wheel-chairs and bikes etc. easy and safe access.

2. To move the Commercial Trade businesses from their current prime flat land in the CBD to the fringes
of the township on either the South Western side of the Taihape Airfield on OTaihape Road and/or the
Southern side of Rauma Road.
3. To discuss the relocation oftheTaihapeArea School (TAS) back to the original College site on Rauma
Road.

Access to the TAS schooling area could be through the proposed housing development on Manu Road over the
foot-bridge.

Beyond the foot-bridge to the schooling area would be a designated bike track.
4. There is a notable lack of flat land close to town for housing for assisted or palliative care patients.
The current TAS site in town could be an ideal location for this.
5. The present 'Go-Bus', combined Women's Club and Conference Hall area situated between Kuku and

Tui Sts could be an ideal large block of flat land suited to building quality town houses close to amenities and
within walking distance to the CBD.
'GO-Bus' could move down to the asphalted area in Hautapu Street where the 'old sale-yard's were.

This could be an ideal site for buses and perhaps not an ideal site for housing, given its low proximity to the
road and shady aspect in Winter. Also there would be a possibility of pollutants from contamination i.e.
spray's, dips etc from animals given its previous use.

6. Put Windmills on the hills South West ofTaihape. Possibly above the newly proposed Dump site on
OTaihape Rd and/or on the Ridge Road.
7. Another area for development is the Mataroa Road and Jones Road heading North.
8. There is potential in the area around the back of the Recreation/Show-grounds area for development.
It would be a great site for Truckies to rest and for Campervans to park. I suggest we provide a shower facility
and composting Toilet for them.
Thank you for your consideration

Raema Mickleson
Taihape
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14th March 2021 I 5 MAR 2021
To: ^..ACt...A.^
File: -Ll.^r..5.:,:2
Mr-p'Begg

Doc:^-.

Chief Executive
Rangitikei District Council

High St
MARTON

Dear Sir
Long Term Plan
I ask that the council include a consultation, plan and construction of a playground and park area for

Haylock Park. Since council purchased the land in 1985 the only progress that has been made is to
reduce the land offered for grazing and turn into a mown area with a walkway between Johnson St

and Walker Cres. Also in that time the Aitken St subdivision has been completed and now that the
neighbouring property has been sold the construction company is noting on their website that 90
properties will be developed.
From this it would be expected that a large increase in the children will be living in close proximity
and the need for a local, safe green area is now more essential.
I would see that a maximum of 5 years is more than enough time to give Bulls a "Jewel in the Crown"
green space area for the residents as is seen in our neighbouring towns.

The health and safety and other requirements to supply and construct a playground is more
complicated than in previously I would like to think that the council has suitably qualified member
on the staffer have access to such persons.

Yours faithfully

Bryfce Dear
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Alyssa Takimoana
From: Diane Stevens <dwalsdorf@xtra.co.nz>

Sent: Friday, 19 February 2021 9:03 pm
To: RDC Information

Subject: Taihape Heritage

To whom it may concern

I wish to vote that all old buildings in Taihape remain. I spent the first 18 years of my life in Taihape and remember
these buildings really well. My Dad was an icon there and was known as Mr Power Board. He was Stan Tarry... I
have intentions ofvisitng there again soon to reminisce the area that I grew up in.

Hoping the old buildings stay.
I remain Diane Tarry now Stevens.
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Taihape Neighbourhood Support Inc
C/- Taihape Police
6 Tui Street

Taihape 4720

06 388 0565
0210261 6002
tnselizabeth@^mail.com

Mayor Andy Watson

Rangitikei District Council
High Street
Marton

Dear Andy,
Re: Long Term Plan consultation

I write to ask that the following be included in the draft Long Term Plan for consultation:
"That the Rangitikei District Council financially contribute to the work ofTaihape Neighbourhood
Support Inc." Our major costs are wages, toner, mileage to attend Central Districts Neighbourhood
Support meetings in our region, phone and promotion. The Taihape Police provide us with an office
and postage, and do some photocopying for us.

Taihape Neighbourhood Support (TNS) has a growing membership of town and rural residents.
Currently we email 260+ monthly newsletters and post or hand deliver to another 45 households.

TNS is the lead agency of the Taihape Community Response Group that was active in providing
support during the COVID-19 lockdown and, although in recess at present, is still in existence. TNS is
currently working on updating the Taihape Community Response Civil Defence Plan due to be
delivered to all households on completion in the next few weeks.

Many Councils throughout the country provide financial support to their Neighbourhood Support
Groups and our committee would like to see RDC also contribute to our Neighbourhood Support.
I look forward to hearing from you and trust that this can be included in the draft Long Term Plan.

Elizcft)dtth Mortland
Coordinator
CC: Peter Beggs, CE, RDC
Gill Duncan, Northern Ward Councillor
Angus Gordon, Northern Ward Councillor
Tracey Hiroa, Northern Ward Councillor
Ann Abernethy, Chairperson, Taihape Community Board
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Alyssa Takimoana
From: farina brady <farinabrady@gmail.com>

Sent: Wednesday, 24 March 2021 12:40 pm
To: RDC Information
Subject: Fwd: Submission Framing our Future. Koitiata

Framing Our Future

10 year Plan RDC
re Koitiata Village and Future development for Housing
I support the Council looking at ways that more housing could be developed at Koitiata Village
Living by the beach is a wonderful gift that more should be able to share.
If we are trying to attract people to the area , where better than Koitiata ?
However to enable more housing the Council needs to look at a Development Plan

Not least more land should be made available for subdivision
The Council has land surplus to requirements which could be made available to developers for subdivision. In doing
so a more sustainable sewage and storm water plan could be developed, in a staged way for the rest of the Village

The current Council owned Camp Site seems inadequate(in terms of size , access, the supply of freshwater and the
removal of sewage) for the increasing demand from visitors. In addition to people who stay at the camp, there are

many day visitors that use the facilities
The current toilets could be retained(and improved), for Public Use and the Camp Site relocated ( perhaps
incorporated in , or adjacent to a new residential development)
The remaining land , currently used as a Camp site, is a valuable asset,and could be sold with that money used to,
say, upgrade the current village infrastructure , in particular storm and waste water facilities
So in summary I submit;
(1) Council look at how, more land for housing could be available in and around Koitiata

(2) Council look at shifting the current camp ground which is no longer able to meet the needs of people wishing
to visit our beautiful beach.

(3) Council look at upgrading the current Camp Toilets and retaining them as solely Public Toilets
(4) Council look at selling the current camp land ,and using the proceeds to upgrading or expanding infrastructure
at Koitiata , or paying for a Feasibility Study, canvassing ideas for an upgrade and/or expansion

(5) Council look at partnership with Iwi or other developers with a view to expanding the Village and allowing more
people to enjoy living in a beautiful environment, without degrading that environment

Farina
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Alyssa Takimoana
From: MDC Public Enquiries <public@mdc.govt.nz>
Sent: Tuesday, 30 March 2021 9:55 am
To: Petra Muller
Cc: RDC Information
Subject: RE: Feedback to council's draft annual plan

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Completed
Categories: Carol

Good Morning Petra,
Thank you for your email. Your enquiry falls under the Rangitikei district as you live in Bulls, so I have copied them
into this email to respond to you directly. Have a great day.

Kind Regards
Natarsha

i Natarsha Farrier i Business Support Officer I
^HA^T^Mf^ '' Manawatu District Council I Private Bag 10001 I Feilding 4743
I P: (06) 323 0000 i www.mdc.aovt.nz I 10 Year Plan i

From: Petra Muller <petramuller85@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, 30 March 2021 8:38 am
To: MDC Public Enquiries <public@mdc.govt.nz>
Subject: Feedback to council's draft annual plan

Good day
I live in Bulls and would herewith like to state my opposition and objection to fluoridation chemicals being added to
our water in the Manawatu. I strongly disagree with mass medication via the shared public water supply. There are
numerous reasons why fluoride is considered harmful to health. Most European countries and UK do not add
fluorideto their water, and it should be like that in New Zealand too. Please seriously consider my plea against
fluoridation of our water.
Kind regards,
Petra Coetzee
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Taihape Squash Clubs - Kokako St Area Development Proposal Overview
The Taihape Squash Club began this process when it was allocated an area of land for expansion by
council on what was the former Taihape Bowling Club in September 2020. We decided to wait for
the November 2020 council meeting where the final decision was made for the positioning of the
amenities building. From that point we were able to plan with some certainty how our expansion
may fit into the bigger picture for our club, sporting neighbours, rec users and our wider community.
The area being discussed was the former home of the Taihape Bowling & Croquet Clubs and since
their closure has become a very under-utilised part of our town. While this began initially with a
squash club focus we saw a real opportunity to create some bigger picture thinking for an area
redevelopment of the wider area that would also benefit our neighbouring sporting clubs, Kokako St
Hall user groups, rec users as well as our wider community. We thought the phrase of "framing the
future" was also very fitting for our corner of the world.

Initially we approached tennis and netball as our closest sporting neighbours to see if they would be
interested in becoming key supporting partners in this venture. Additionally, we approached the
users of the Kokako St Hall, sporting and Memorial Park rec user groups as well as community
groups to hear their thoughts and seek their future support for this project. Netball have remained
key staunch supporters of this concept throughout and while tennis has chosen to take a more
independent path ahead, they like all they other groups we have spoken to have been very
supportive of the project and the opportunity it may bring to our clubs, groups and community. We
have attempted to be very clear and transparent throughout this process so the potential benefits
are well understood.

Following this consultation we successfully applied for funding and commissioned Copeland &
Associates to draft three different options for consideration. The concept attached was by far the
most popular with the major points of note being the retention of the green space in front of the
Kokako St Hall, parking, resurfacing of the existing courts and the provision for an additional
tennis/netball surface if required. Netball have been clear that resurfacing the existing courts is their

highest priority.
This will obviously be a large undertaking and will require a number of groups to successfully work
together to achieve the vision we have for this area and see the concept provided as a starting point
to stimulate further discussions and planning. We see council support as a very important
component in this process and have also made initial approaches to external funding sources as to
the best way to assist development of facilities in this area.
From a Taihape Squash Club perspective an expansion to a four-court complex will not only allow us
to cater for our rapidly growing membership, but also gives our club the ability to host large
provincial and national squash competitions. There is currently no other squash club within the
Rangitikei region that can cater for these types of events.
Included within this expansion will be an enlarged entertainment area with a kitchen that will be
designed to a commercial standard. This will not only benefit the local and visiting squash fraternity,
but also be a venue that other clubs and organisations will be able to hire for events such as AGM's
or small conferences. The options within ourcommunity for this type of facility are very limited and
groups will often hold these types events in other towns because of the lack of a suitable venue. Also
given its close proximity to numerous other user groups in this area it will open up other potential
options for them that have not previously been able to be considered.
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This has been a very fast- moving project to date and below is the timeline and points of note we
have undertaken since the November 2020 council meeting:
• December meeting with Memorial Park rec user groups, Kokako Hall users, community
groups and northern councillors. Attendees very supportive our proposed plans.
• December meeting with Maggie Reegan from the Department of Internal Affairs. To gain
awareness of our project and the path we need to follow to ensure a well- prepared New
Zealand Lotteries funding application, which opens in March 2022.
• Successful December application to Pub Charity for funding to develop area concept plans.
• Consultation with Copeland & Associates for the development of three draft options.
Following discussions between squash, netball, tennis and community, plan two received
the strongest support. Retention of the green space in front of the Kokako St Hall, parking,
resurfacing of the existing courts and an additional playing surface on the upper level were
major points of note.
• We have received good support and advice from the mayor Andy Watson following the
circulation of our proposed plans to council. Our three northern councillors have also been
very engaged and supportive during this process.
» Onsite visit by Rangitikei District Council CE, Peter Beggs. Two of our three northern
councillors were also in attendance. This was in response to an approach to council to seek
advice from operations to ensure our plans well prepared for a submission to the long-term
plan, seeking future council support and future funding applications.
• Meeting with Alan Thomas from Four Regions. Gaining local awareness of our plans and
seeking advice as to the process we need to follow for tabling a well-planned funding
application.
• Meeting with the Taihape Community Board. To ensure they were aware of our plans and
seek their advice when approaching council for support and during future funding
applications. Were very supportive of our proposed plans.
• Meeting with Taihape Development Trust. Again, to ensure they were aware of our
proposed plans and open discussions as to possible funding options available in the future.
• Upcoming meeting with the Kokako St Hall users. To keep them updated with our progress
and further discuss options that may benefit them during this process.
We look forward to opportunity discussing this exciting project with you further at your March 25th
council meeting.

Many Thanks
Taihape Squash Club
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01.
Alyssa Takimoana
To: Inwards Mail

Subject: RE: FW:

From: Inwards Mail <lnwards.Mail@rangitikei.govt.nz>

Sent: Thursday, 22 April 2021 3:10 pm
To: Alyssa Takimoana <Alyssa.Takimoana@rangitikei.govt.nz>

Subject: FW: FW:
From: Inordell <lnordell@xtra.co.nz>

Sent: Thursday, 22 April 2021 12:05 PM
To: LongTerm Plan Communications <ltp@rangitikei.Rovt.nz>

Subject: FW:
Sent from my Galaxy

Original message
From: Inordell <lnordell(%xtra.co.nz>

Date: 22/04/21 11:47 am (GMT+12:00)
To: itp(%rangitikei.govt.nz

Subject:

Hi
I just have a few suggestions and concerns about our bulls community.
1. There a no dog poo bins at the bulls domain which is a dog exercise area. Having access to dog poo bags
might also encourage more people to pick it up as well. Also the pines in the back of the field we can walk
around has alot of wandering dew through it which dogs are highly allergic to. I have mentioned the
wandering dew before.
2. The new community building in bulls I have found very difficult to use when I took my tetraplegic client

into the building. The wheelchair toilets where VERY difficult to get his wheelchair into. The lift he went
up only had about 30cm spare and if he knocked the back of the lift it was glass so its was very unsafe. My
client would be happy to meet you at the building to show you the difficulties we had. The curb outside to
come up is also very high and square and would be hard for alot of wheelchairs to go up.He could besides
this move around the actual building ok.

Thanks
Lloryian Nordell

027 2666 990
Sent from my Galaxy
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Alyssa Takimoana
From: Inwards Mail

Sent: Friday, 30 April 2021 3:57 pm
To: Alyssa Takimoana; Katrina Gray

Subject: FW: Submission to the Rangitikei District Council LTP

From: Alison <adorrian@xtra.co.nz>

Sent: Monday, 26 April 2021 10:03 am
To: LongTerm Plan Communications <ltp@rangitikei.govt.nz>

Subject: Submission to the Rangitikei District Council LTP

Improvements to district Cemeteries

Submitted by Rangitikei Heritage Committee

A large portion of the information requests received by Mangaweka Heritage and other museums in the Rangitikei
District are of a genealogical nature. These information requests, sometimes redirected from other agencies, are
received by telephone, email and in person and often include cemetery searches.
We are aware of the information on cemetery locations and burials that can be found online. However, people
visiting cemeteries to locate family ancestors often have difficulty locating the burial plots once on-site. Once
through the gate, there is no indication of row or plot numbers.
Also, visitors to the Mangaweka cemetery are greeted by an untidy jumble of water containers. These have been put
there by locals and visitors to satisfy a cultural need.

Rangitikei Heritage requests that:
1. A row numbering system and /or plan is displayed at Mangaweka cemetery so that graves can be located
when doing genealogical research;
2. Water be available at the entrance / exit to the Mangaweka Cemetery for cultural purposes;
3. 'A stocktake of all Rangitikei Cemeteries be done to establish if other Rangitikei cemeteries have the same
needs; and
4. Uniform signage be established at all Rangitikei Cemeteries in keeping with the new signage at Turakina.

I am available to speak to this submission if required.
Alison Dorrian

Box 42
Mangaweka 4746

0274414450

Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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LTP 2021-2031 - Online Submission

Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/12/2021 6:03:24 AM
Ingoa/Name: Jess Mcilroy

Toputanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kainga noho/Address: 54 State Highway 3, Turakina
Tmera/Email: Jess.mcilroy@yahoo.co.nz

Waea/Phone:0211664130
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_2
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?

Comment:

Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand?
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:

How should we fund Economic Development? Option_l*
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?

Comment:

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_l*
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
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LTP 2021-2031 - Online Submission

Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_l*
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:

We've proposed a change to our rating system.

Anything else?

Privacy Act 2020
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Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/12/2021 6:36:10 AM
Ingoa/Name: Candice
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_3
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_2
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_2
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_2
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
Page 51

Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
It sounds like a good idea in principle but I would like to see this explained with more clarity as it is difficult to
understand the individual impact.
___
Anything else?
I would have liked to see more information and opportunity to consult on the core functions of council. I would
like to see a plan to improve the core functions of council before adding more.
___
Privacy Act 2020
Please_tick_here_if_you_want_yo
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Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/13/2021 1:10:48 AM
Ingoa/Name: Dawn Hesketh
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_3
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?

Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_2
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
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___
Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
Please_tick_here_if_you_want_yo
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Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/13/2021 1:27:50 AM
Ingoa/Name: Kuia Byford
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address: 1a Takahe Street Taihape
Īmēra/Email: kujo@xtra.co.nz
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development?
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
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Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member?
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
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Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/13/2021 1:29:10 AM
Ingoa/Name: Sarah Jarvis
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? other
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
I think the playground is used far more by the community, and visitors to the area. No interest in spending money
on the grandstand. I understand need for having a new amenities block, but fundraising ourselves for playground
is not acceptable.
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
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Comment:
___
Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
Please_tick_here_if_you_want_yo
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018

Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/13/2021 1:38:31 AM
Ingoa/Name: Janine Cashell
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
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Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
Please_tick_here_if_you_want_yo
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019

Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/13/2021 3:53:16 AM
Ingoa/Name: Micah Prideaux
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_3
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_2
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_2
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_2
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
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Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
Please_tick_here_if_you_want_yo
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020

Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/13/2021 4:08:19 AM
Ingoa/Name: Shonda Devane
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development?
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship?
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
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Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member?
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
Please_tick_here_if_you_want_yo
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021

Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/13/2021 4:09:26 AM
Ingoa/Name: Melissa Morris
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address: 45 Abattoir rd, Taihape
Īmēra/Email: Dm.morris@xtra.co.nz
Waea/Phone: 06 3881823
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_2
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
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Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
Seems hugely weighted against rural properties ,who receive the least amount of services
___
Anything else?
Emediate stop of 1080 drops in favor of trap lines and good‐natur style traps//wasp control needs to be stepped
up as does river weed control including trees. Regular maintenence of Papakai and Mt Stewart reserve and the
rear of the recreation grounds. As in mowing weed and pest control, including wasps....Main st makeover, let's
really upgrade the verandahs and footpath area including lighting. Develop streetside cafe seating, make it more
attractive to locals and travellers to spend time in town. Encorage ,Incentive for private development in housing
and business...
___
Privacy Act 2020
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022

Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/29/2021 9:01:53 AM
Ingoa/Name: Gabriela Lawnicka
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Addres
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_3
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand?
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
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Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
Please_tick_here_if_you_want_yo
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023

Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/13/2021 4:36:25 AM
Ingoa/Name: Rita Waru
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones?
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development?
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship?
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
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Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member?
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
Please_tick_here_if_you_want_yo
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Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/13/2021 4:45:51 AM
Ingoa/Name: Raymond Whale
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_3
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
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Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
Please_tick_here_if_you_want_yo
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Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/13/2021 4:50:05 AM
Ingoa/Name: Cheryl Power
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_3
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_2
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
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Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_2
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
Increase the eligibility of rates rebates I pay way too much rates as a single Mum with 3 dependent boys and I get
nothing from Council in return. We all know we have to work more to earn more to get further in these days but
the harder I try to keep surviving your income rates vs rates rebate remain the same PLUS Council are wasting
money on the amenities block PLUS flushing human waste down Papakai River. I can't keep funding your
ridiculous fantasy.
___
Anything else?
Increase the eligibility of rates rebates I pay way too much rates as a single Mum with 3 dependent boys and I get
nothing from Council in return. We all know we have to work more to earn more to get further in these days but
the harder I try to keep surviving your income rates vs rates rebate remain the same PLUS Council are wasting
money on the amenities block PLUS flushing human waste down Papakai River. I can't keep funding your
ridiculous fantasy.
___
Privacy Act 2020
Please_tick_here_if_you_want_yo
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026

Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/13/2021 4:55:33 AM
Ingoa/Name: Wayne Hesketh 16
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address: 16 Quarry Ridge, Taradale,Napier
Īmēra/Email: Waynejulie @xtra.co.nz
Waea/Phone: 06 8459005
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship?
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
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Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member?
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
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027

Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/13/2021 4:58:11 AM
Ingoa/Name: Douglas Kim
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable): Korean Society of Rangitike
Kāinga noho/Address:
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission: Please_tick_this_box_if_you_wou

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_3
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_2
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? other
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_2
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
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Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_2
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
I'm agree that
___
Anything else?
Invest for other town as like Taihape,
Turakina..keeping make more funds for there in the future.
___
Privacy Act 2020
Please_tick_here_if_you_want_yo
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Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/13/2021 5:29:43 AM
Ingoa/Name: Ian Drake
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_2
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? other
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Invest in the grandstand. We don't need another amenities block.
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
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___
Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_2
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
Please_tick_here_if_you_want_yo
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029

Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/13/2021 6:44:15 AM
Ingoa/Name: Michelle Grant
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_2
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
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Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
Please_tick_here_if_you_want_yo
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Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/13/2021 7:57:37 AM
Ingoa/Name: Alysha Bennett
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_3
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_2
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
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Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
More money needs to be spent in taihape because it is on the main highway (unlike marton) and the farthest from
any city (like marton and bulls who have whanganui and palmy close by). The council needs to support community
wishes and spend money where locals want money spent not where concil thinks it should go ie. Taihape
grandstand, playground and toilets as opposed to the amenities building.
___
Anything else?
Our kids need a town to be proud of!!
___
Privacy Act 2020
Please_tick_here_if_you_want_yo
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Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/13/2021 9:28:58 PM
Ingoa/Name: Farina Brady
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address: 36 Rapaki Street Koitiata
Īmēra/Email: farinabrady@gmail.com
Waea/Phone: 0273838386
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_2
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_2
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
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Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
No objections
___
Anything else?
Housing Development
There is a housing shortage NZ wide, and with the expansion of the Ohakea airbase this shortage will become
even more acute in our area
Koitiata is an ideal place for the Council to consider a Housing Development
The so called "Domain" would be an excellent site for some sort of shared Housing Development
The Council could investigate leasing the land ,or doing a partner ship with Iwi, or a Private Developer The site
would be ideal for a planed development of perhaps " Eco Houses" or tiny homes .It could make an interesting
and cutting edge Eco Village ,with perhaps composting toilets and "grey water and storm water recycled and used
for gardens and lawns (perhaps communal) I am sure that this concept would have appeal
I feel that the council has at their fingertips, an ideal opportunity to show leadership and innovation, and take a
small, but important step ,towards contributing to combating New Zealand's severe housing shortage
___
Privacy Act 2020
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Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/13/2021 9:42:00 PM
Ingoa/Name: Kristy Playford Thomas
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_3
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_2
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
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Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_2
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
Please_tick_here_if_you_want_yo
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Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/14/2021 12:37:53 AM
Ingoa/Name: Anaria Gibbs
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_2
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
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Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
Please_tick_here_if_you_want_yo
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034

Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/14/2021 7:57:35 PM
Ingoa/Name: Natalie Bowsher
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address: 24 Takahe Street
Īmēra/Email: natalie.bowsher@stjohn.org.nz
Waea/Phone: 0273889278
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_3
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development?
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_2
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
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Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member?
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
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035

Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/14/2021 7:58:54 PM
Ingoa/Name: Hemi Dehar
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address: 24 Takahe Street
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone: 0272765811
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_3
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development?
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship?
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
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Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member?
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
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Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/15/2021 12:55:40 AM
Ingoa/Name: Anne Fannin
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address: 182 Pungatawa Road RD 2 Taihape
Īmēra/Email: fannin@xtra.co.nz
Waea/Phone: 063880673
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones?
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
It is an iconic building in Taihape and needs to be refurbished for the future. ALL sports clubs can use it . It is more
centrally sited on the 'REC' . The destruction of the Netball Courts etc is not necessary. It is more central for
Toilets.
MOST PEOPLE IN TAIHAPE ARE IN FAVOUR OF RETAINING THIS ICONIC BUILDING.
The RDC needs to listen and listen to our voices.
___
How should we fund Economic Development?
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___
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Should we increase Event Sponsorship?
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member?
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
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Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/15/2021 1:03:15 AM
Ingoa/Name: Stacey Buchanan
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_3
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
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Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
Please_tick_here_if_you_want_yo
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038

Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/15/2021 2:26:45 AM
Ingoa/Name: Joel Lamont
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable): Treasury
Kāinga noho/Address: 43 Bond Street Marton
Īmēra/Email: jemono@gmail.com
Waea/Phone: 021317281
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_2
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
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Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
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039

Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/15/2021 5:19:20 AM
Ingoa/Name: Piamoana Penetito
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? other
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Cycle ways connecting marton to Bulls
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? other
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Current events are boring, not changing with society
Comment:
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Current events are boring, not changing with society
___
Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
Please_tick_here_if_you_want_yo
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040

Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/15/2021 7:48:52 AM
Ingoa/Name: Raymond James Seymour
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address: 6 Kiwi Rd Taihape
Īmēra/Email: Rayandjosephine@gmail.com
Waea/Phone: 021404148
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
It's a memorial grandstand erected within the confines of the Memorial Park. It's a community memorial to the
100s of Taihape men who gave their lives so that we can lead the life we do.
___
How should we fund Economic Development?
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship?
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
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___
Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member?
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
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Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/16/2021 10:43:51 PM
Ingoa/Name: James Stuteley
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_3
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
No need in places where there is 3G or better reception. In places without, there would be a case for it.
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? other
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Continue to investigate but decrease the provision.
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
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___
Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_2
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
Don't increase rates, instead reduce the spends accordingly on the civic centre developments.
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
Please_tick_here_if_you_want_yo
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Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/19/2021 8:07:31 AM
Ingoa/Name: tim whitehouse
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable): nil
Kāinga noho/Address: 203 bridge st BULLS
Īmēra/Email: whitehouse.tim.jo@xtra.co.nz
Waea/Phone: 027 2201167
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? other
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
council should engage with wifi providers to a sponership type scheme ,
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
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___
Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
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Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/20/2021 8:32:50 AM
Ingoa/Name: P Galpin
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address: Crofton
Īmēra/Email: Pete& Galpin.co.nz
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_3
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
Waste of money
Concentrate on the core responsibilities
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? other
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
No
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? other
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Not required
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? other
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Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
No
Comment:
No
___
Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? other
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
No
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
Zero rate increase
While the ratepayers pay your salary, I have to generate my own income which has taken a hit over covid
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
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Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/20/2021 9:12:01 AM
Ingoa/Name: Rodger Rangi
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address: 2438 State Highway 1,RD1 Marton
Īmēra/Email: metek9@gmail.com
Waea/Phone: 0274257867
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_2
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
Wifi should be free to all library users.
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_2
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
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___
Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
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Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/20/2021 6:28:35 PM
Ingoa/Name: Rene Johnson
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_2
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
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Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
Not happy with rates increase and then adding all the extras as well.
___
Anything else?
Focus should be on fixing the water issue in Marton‐no use having visitors if all they remember is the horrible
water taste
___
Privacy Act 2020
Please_tick_here_if_you_want_yo
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Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/21/2021 1:53:25 AM
Ingoa/Name: Charity Davis
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable): Taihape Playground Group
Kāinga noho/Address:
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission: Please_tick_this_box_if_you_wou

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_3
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
I personally don't think free wifi is worth our rates money.
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
The grandstand holds alot of memories for us as locals and would be such a shame to not invest in this heritage
building for future generations to love and cherish also. its is also one of few standing in NZ so it will become a
real landmark one day which would benifit the community again. We need landmarks to bring people to our
community.
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_2
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
I definitely think we need housing and space to build but this is a national problem and unfortunately i don't
believe the funds from the council will be enough to cater for the entire district. I think this is definitely more and
avenue for Tax payers. I chose Option 2 because i believe financing our local businesses is what helps strengthens
the furture of the community.
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___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? other
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
I'm not sure loaning would benefit our district in the long run.
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
As a rate payer i would like to see more surfacr work being done. As much as i agree that top priorities such as
roading, water, sewage etc need to be taken care of first and foremost. I also believe the surface such as painting
old buildings, signage, gardens, playgrounds, promotions etc need to be paid attention to aswell.
___
Anything else?
The Taihape Playground Group and Taihape Community would love to have support from the Rangitikei Council to
get our local playground at the Memorial site upgraded. Getting this into the long term plan will give us the
reassurance that we need to plan designs and continue raising funds. We have done a lot of fundraising already
and the community have shown tremendous support. We are a passionate and driven team that are willing to do
whatever it takes to make this a success for the future our beloved community. Getting accepted into the RDC LTP
would help us achieve this goal and potential future plans. We have become a sub committee to the TCDT who
have offered help in applying for grants we have also had great support from our local councilors and RDC
members. We are extremely hopeful. Thank you.
___
Privacy Act 2020
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Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 5/10/2021 2:44:56 AM
Ingoa/Name: Charity Davis
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable): Taihape Playground Group
Kāinga noho/Address:
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission: Please_tick_this_box_if_you_wou

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_3
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_1*
Do you have aent
comm

on how we should fund Economic Development?

Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
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Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
Taihape Playground Group members are Charlotte Oswald, Jennifer Turner, Rosalie Gilbert and Charity Davis.
With the support of the Taihape community we are asking the Rangitikei District Council to please support a
fo Taihape and for this to be part of the Long Term Plan.
brand‐new playground and skatepark facility
r
We are a subcommittee to the Taihape Community Development Trust. TCDT are administering the Taihape
Playground Group bank accounts. TCDT are also helping us by way of applying for grants and any big funds we can
apply for.
Through a variety of local fundraising initiative’s, we have managed to raise funds of over $2k and are committed
to seeing those funds increase. A few local businesses have also pledged financial support.
We have contacts for designers for a skate park and playground. RDC have advised the grounds h
we wis to use. As
they have no underground or surface infrastructure interferences making them ideal locations.

___
Privacy Act 2020
Please_tick_here_if_you_want_yo
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Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/21/2021 2:43:17 AM
Ingoa/Name: Jacqueline Williams
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address: 9424 State Highway One, Taihape
Īmēra/Email: jjtcwilliams@hotmail.com
Waea/Phone: 0212339094
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_3
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_2
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
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Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
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Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/21/2021 7:47:59 AM
Ingoa/Name: A Pernthaner
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable): koru diagnostics ltd
Kāinga noho/Address: 19 High Str Bulls
Īmēra/Email: pernthanert@hotmail.com
Waea/Phone: +1 0064211091599
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_2
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_2
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_2
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
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Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
Rate increase of nearly 7% is extremely high. Increase should be close to the inflation rate.
___
Anything else?
Consider medium density housing to prevent urban sprawl.
Decisions made now should not risk burdening future generation and need to take effects of global warming into
consideration.

___
Privacy Act 2020
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Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/21/2021 8:34:53 AM
Ingoa/Name: Evelyn George
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_3
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
I live rurally and do not have cell phone or internet reception, I manage currently with a modem which suits our
household well and make use of the library's facilities
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
This is a difficult decision whilst many do not wish for the Grandstand to be gone due to its history, to update
facilities used by sports clubs is a necessity whilst improving the old facility so that it does not deteriorate the rest
of the building ...
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_2
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Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
Hopefully this does not mean that the local peoples' voices is not taken notice of
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
I used to come to Taihape as a young child to meet up with family from further south, although I do not recall
using the playground facilities etc, to come back as an adult with a young family at the time, the Playground area
is/was pretty basic. Much later on with a pre‐schooler attending Playcentre once a week and having an input in
its very early stages of upgrading its now lovely play area, it has made the town's playground area a real must with
many famililes travelling through Taihape and moving to Taihape also from larger centres to here and with young
families. We need to improve this part of our town to cater for these famililes moving here and for visitors who,
hopefully will stay longer during events held in our town.
___
Privacy Act 2020
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Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/21/2021 6:39:14 PM
Ingoa/Name: Charlotte Rowland
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address: 29 Harris Street, Marton
Īmēra/Email: charlotteannie2013@gmail.com
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_2
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
I think it is a great idea to create Wifi Zones for visitors but more importantly for our community’s. I think
Hunterville should be included from the beginning
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
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___
Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
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Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/21/2021 9:45:51 PM
Ingoa/Name: Charlotte Oswald
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address: 5 Pukeko Street, Taihape.
Īmēra/Email: char_lottie@hotmail.com
Waea/Phone: +64273223566
Speak to your submission: Please_tick_this_box_if_you_wou

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_2
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
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Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
I see that Taihape has the highest rates, yet we have poorer facilities... I feel that more money should be invested
in Taihape. If the rates are going to continue to climb and be disproportionate to other places in the district, we
deserve more.
___
Anything else?
I would love to see a new playground at Memorial Park in Taihape. I am committed to helping raise funds and be
part of the planning and creating process. Already we have had a presence at the Go Throw Show, Christmas in
the Park, a talking table, have done an online survey, and have started generating funds through raffles and other
small fundraisers. Everyone in the community I have spoken to seems to fully support this idea. Our town is
lacking a space for children to be active while having fun and exploring, learning through movement and whilst
gaining mental and physical health benefits.
I'd love to create a buy‐a‐named‐brick pathway around the circumference of the field. This would give the
community ownership, raise funds, and give a space for biking/scootering for kids.
I'd love to use the space by the grandstand for a playground for young and young‐at‐heart, next to street parking.
We would need toilet facilities here. The skatepark would need a face‐lift also.
___
Privacy Act 2020
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Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/22/2021 1:55:39 AM
Ingoa/Name: Farani Vaa
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable): Samoan Methodist Church
Kāinga noho/Address:
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_2
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
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Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
I believe and have suggested this many times,as our Pasefika numbers are increasing they need to have a voice. I
suggest that we should have a pasefika liaison within the council (similar to the Maori Liasion) to help relay the
messages to our aiga. And also to have someone in the forum. becuase this is the voice that is missing in our
community. Some just sit on the fence because they dont understand. It will bring everyone together especially
working as what you call a community. where we are also a Whanau/Aiga.
___
Privacy Act 2020
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Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/22/2021 11:25:28 PM
Ingoa/Name: Karen Kennedy
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable): Hunterville Community Committee
Kāinga noho/Address: 3a ongo rd hunterville
Īmēra/Email: karengailkennedy@gmail.com
Waea/Phone: 0272853944
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones?
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand?
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development?
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship?
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
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Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member?
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
I wish to enter a submission to the Rangitikei District Council regarding Hunter St John rebuild.
Would the RDC please consider a funding sum of $50000.00 towards the rebuild of Hunterville St John building.
Hunterville Community already has substantial funding from numerous businesses.
Thank you
Karen Kennedy
___
Privacy Act 2020
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Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/23/2021 8:57:07 AM
Ingoa/Name: Sue foley
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address: 10meyer crescent Marton
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_2
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
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Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
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Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/25/2021 7:59:25 PM
Ingoa/Name: katerina kupenga
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_3
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
We do not need to provide free wifi so many businesses do this already e.g. mcdonalds cafes restaurants. most
people have good data. no to free wifi.
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
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___
Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
Don't understand it
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
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Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/26/2021 10:17:13 PM
Ingoa/Name: Laurine Stantiall
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address: 291 Hendersons Line
Īmēra/Email: dlstantiall@gmail.com
Waea/Phone: 0272276884
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_3
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
I would prefer some investemtn from ouncil to extend wifi coverage to more rural people as they provide income
for this district.
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_2
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
The Bulls town hall fiasco has shown that each individual community should put proportionatly more into their
own local facilities, rather than the whole region paying.
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_2
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
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Comment:
___
Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member?
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
There is no need for a change. Valuations fluctuate with time and the more residential housing there is, the more
money needs to be spent on infrastucture so residential rates should stay as they are to enable these costs to be
met in essential infrastructure services.
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
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Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/26/2021 11:50:27 PM
Ingoa/Name: Jennifer Turner
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_2
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
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Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
Taihape is in need of a major upgrade to our playground. There is a small group who are fundraising and coming
up with plans and ideas forthis. The council really needsto come onboard with some funding and help get this off
thefround like the new one built in Marton.
___
Privacy Act 2020
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Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/27/2021 1:08:03 AM
Ingoa/Name: Bevan Hobman
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? other
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Council should work with telcos to address the somewhat patchy coverage throughout the district. This would be
of benefit to far more rate payers and visitors then free wifi in set areas
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
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___
Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
Please_tick_here_if_you_want_yo
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Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/27/2021 2:56:53 AM
Ingoa/Name: Karl Allsop
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? other
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
How about upgrading mobile phone towers for out of town area's
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? other
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Plant more native trees
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? other
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Diversify into hemp
Comment:
More environmentally friendly farming practices plant more native trees.Get a recycling plant up and running
more employment
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship?
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Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member?
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
To much land has been cleared, plant more native trees!!!!clean up waterways creeks and rivers. Weed control
also. Stop old school European farming practices we don't live in England we live in Aotearoa,listen to the elders
with traditional ecological knowledge.Stop dumping 1080 it's poisoning the environment and for future
generations.
___
Privacy Act 2020
Please_tick_here_if_you_want_yo
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060

Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/27/2021 1:06:51 PM
Ingoa/Name: Stacey
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_3
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
Information Centre that provides wifi and information in the centre of town. Wages are low as it is and affording
wifi is hard on many families. Schools expect work to be done via the net and living in the country means having
to pay hundreds for dial up. I DO NOT want to increase my rates to pay for townies to have more wifi than they
already can get living in town. I vote NO to wifi Zones
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? other
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Pay cut
Comment:
If councillors and mayor's took a pay cut of $5 per week you would have enough to cover this. I suggest that a pay
cut be an option to all councillors and the mayor.
___
How should we fund Economic Development? other
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Ask the community what they want to develop economically.
Comment:
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Economic Development is solely relevant to the the one in control. What you think is economic development to
one, is not necessarily development to another. For example suggesting we need wifi Zones might be economical
to you, but then Joe Bloggs up the road just wants to shower without coming out smelling like a pond or chlorine.
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_2
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
Events do amazing as they are. Increasing them won't mean the community doesn't have to chip in, increasing it
means we are less likely to ask for community help.
___
Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_2
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
As rate payers we pay enough for you to educate yourself out of your own pocket just as we have to do to get
jobs. I refuse to pay for something that you can pay for yourself.
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
I think in a world of uncertainty what a joke it is that you would even consider an increase in rates. The game of
monopoly played by so many since the beginning of mankind's rule has always plagued those at the top of the
pyramid as being the ones with all the power. However, it is us the people who have the power and if everyone
knew what their money was really being spent on and they were given the opportunity to respond to these, none
of this nonsense would continue. Instead of planting trees in our parks plant fruit, instead of planting shrubs you
pull out every year plant Feijoa's and berries, instead of wasting money on round table spreads and elaborate
meals, opt to bring a shared lunch. Instead of wasting tac payer money on a car or petrol WALK. We live in such a
small radius in Marton that you can walk anywhere in less than 10 minutes. Turn off the council heaters and lights
at night, turn off the street lights on time. There's so many other ways of saving money.
___
Anything else?
Pay cuts all round for council workers
___
Privacy Act 2020
Please_tick_here_if_you_want_yo
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061

Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/27/2021 8:27:40 PM
Ingoa/Name: brendon hamblyn
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_3
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_2
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_2
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
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Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_2
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
Proposing a 7% rate increase to fund nothing of value. The RDC is hemorrhaging money, so the best option is to
look at your current spending and reduce the irrelevant things you waste so much ratepayer money on. Instead
you propose foisting more costs on struggling businesses that are already held back by bureaucratic nonsense.
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
Please_tick_here_if_you_want_yo
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062

Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/27/2021 11:03:33 PM
Ingoa/Name: Don and Vivienne Tantrum
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address: 34 Swan Street Taihape
Īmēra/Email: wakanuiconifers@xtra.co.nz
Waea/Phone: 063880635
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_3
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development?
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
as long as rates don’t increase more than the rate of inflation should reflect how money is spent
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship?
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
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___
Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member?
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
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063

Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/27/2021 11:53:38 PM
Ingoa/Name: Lucy Russell
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address: 865 mt curl rd marton
Īmēra/Email: lucrussell@gmail.com
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_2
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
I work in hunterville and a lit of people stop there while travelling, if there was free wifi they may stop longer and
visit shops etc.
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
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___
Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member?
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
Tar seal mt curl rd!
___
Privacy Act 2020
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064

Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/28/2021 4:36:08 AM
Ingoa/Name: Georgina Gibbs
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_3
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
We don't need to supply people with free wifi no major cities do so and we aren't a tourist destination.
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_2
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
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___
Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
Please_tick_here_if_you_want_yo
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065

Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/28/2021 8:16:24 AM
Ingoa/Name: Makere
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones?
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
Waste of rates money need better water.
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand?
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
Waste Rates money they already high
___
How should we fund Economic Development?
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship?
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
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___
Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member?
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
Counci waste too much money too many workers and offices throughout the country..
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
People need houses and food
___
Anything else?
Cpuncil over spend on wages, redoing roads..rapped and destroy our rivers...farming too much pollution.
Contaminate our waters
___
Privacy Act 2020
Please_tick_here_if_you_want_yo
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066

Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/28/2021 10:09:59 AM
Ingoa/Name: Kira Swainson
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_3
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_2
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_2
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
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Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_2
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
Please_tick_here_if_you_want_yo
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067

Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/29/2021 8:30:51 PM
Ingoa/Name: Bridget King
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_3
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
I have no sentimental connection to the grandstand so feel that I'm in a good position to logically look at the pros
and cons. I feel that the grandstand is poorly designed, especially when it comes to allowing our elderly access (as
there are so many stairs to negotiate before getting to a seat). However, as there are a number of passionate, loud
people in Taihape who clearly won't allow it to be demolished, I would rather see a refurbishment than it decay
further and cost the rate payer even MORE money in the future!
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_1*
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Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
Please_tick_here_if_you_want_yo
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068

Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/30/2021 1:34:27 AM
Ingoa/Name: Steve Flaws
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address: 15 Kaka Road
Īmēra/Email: Steveflaws@ymail.com
Waea/Phone: 021670347
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_2
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
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Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_2
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
Why have we gone to wheelybins a increase in our rates would cover this , which would benefit all and bring us
into line with most other dc .
___
Privacy Act 2020
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069

Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/30/2021 3:50:11 AM
Ingoa/Name: Barbara Atkinson
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address: 24A Oxford Street
Īmēra/Email: barbara.berg@xtra.co.nz
Waea/Phone: 0274587586
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_2
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
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Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
I agree with the changes because I agree that there will be a more equitable spread of the Rates Burden across
Ratepayers.
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
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070

Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/30/2021 5:05:55 AM
Ingoa/Name: Kevin Whelan
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable): NA
Kāinga noho/Address:
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones?
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand?
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development?
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship?
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
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Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member?
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
As part of providing for the community’s wellbeing the council should encourage more safe walking and cycling by
providing more walkway/cycle ways. They could consist of shell rock paths of about 1.5m width or widening the
existing carriageway formation (could be done in conjunction with pavement rehabilitation and other upgrades).
To my mind the obvious start would be to form a footpath along the west side of Nga Tawa Road linking the
existing walk/cycle path on Calico Line to Main Street, thus completing a rural/urban circuit. This road gets a lot of
pedestrian use during the day and in its present state isn’t particularly safe for walkers given the number of trucks
that use it, often with oversized loads. Also there are some paper roads in the Lake Alice area that could be
purposed as walkway/cycle ways. Road works recently completed on Pukepapa Road increased the seal with by
about 0.5m which is a big help for cyclists. If rural road upgrades were done this way it would be a start.
___
Privacy Act 2020
Please_tick_here_if_you_want_yo
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071

Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/30/2021 5:10:15 AM
Ingoa/Name: Charlotte Fulton
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_2
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
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Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
Bulls really needs more public toilets Walker park is a valuable asset with many travelling families stopping to use
it but there is no toilet facilities it could also use a bit of a facelift. There are many people still stopping to use the
old toilets by plunket and given how busy bulls is particularly on weekends and holidays we need to offer more
public toilets.
___
Privacy Act 2020
Please_tick_here_if_you_want_yo
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072

Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/30/2021 6:06:31 AM
Ingoa/Name: Kate Pearse
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address: 11 Wainui Street, Koitiata
Īmēra/Email: macksmum56@gmail.com
Waea/Phone: 0211558429
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? other
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Rather than setting up free services in town where most people already have internet, I'd rather see greater effort
put in to bringing decent quality internet to smaller communities. We only have copper‐wire & dialup, or Inspire,
who have no competion.
Comment:
Given that every mobile phone provider offers access to the internet, I see no real need to provide free services to
people who already have access as part of their phone plan.
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand?
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development?
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship?
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Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member?
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
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073

Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/30/2021 7:35:42 AM
Ingoa/Name: Rex Field
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address: 501 Wellington Road Marton
Īmēra/Email: rfield@actrix.co.nz
Waea/Phone: 0210369681
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
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Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
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074

Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/30/2021 7:54:18 AM
Ingoa/Name: Cheryl
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_3
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_2
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
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Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
Please_tick_here_if_you_want_yo
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075

Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/30/2021 8:07:26 AM
Ingoa/Name: Danny Logan
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones?
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
I would like to see the grandstand continue being the iconic building overlooking the Taihape rec.
There are many examples throughout NZ where heritage buildings have been brought up to structural standards
while maintaining the mana of the individual building.
I would like to see option 1 pursued.
One day, I would love to see my grandchildren sit in the same grandstand that my grandparents sat in. Thats what
makes the Taihape grandstand iconic to me and worth preserving.
___
How should we fund Economic Development?
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___
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Should we increase Event Sponsorship?
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member?
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
Please_tick_here_if_you_want_yo
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Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/30/2021 6:26:23 PM
Ingoa/Name: John Cribb
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable): Opaea Marae
Kāinga noho/Address: 258 Huia Street Waikanae
Īmēra/Email: cribbynz@xtra.co.nz
Waea/Phone: 0274431749
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones?
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
No Comment
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand?
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
Long over due should of got done back in the 70's/80/s when I was playing rugby
___
How should we fund Economic Development? other
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Always advance projects in this area
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship?
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
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Comment:
Sponsorship is important to those community organisations that organise and bring events with in the Council
Rohe with limited funds. Gaming machines are the biggest option for Community Organsations and Sport. If
gaming sites are to be phased out then funding needs to be put in place to support and replace the funding that
they allocate through grants
___
Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member?
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
No comment
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
Ensure that those paying rates get equity support
___
Anything else?
My concerns are not whats in the plan its aboutthe whats not in the future plans for maori.
What we see in the District future plans are great and work totally needed however in terms of Maori and what
resources are available it is totally missing and the concern we have is that the plan towards Maori Kaupapa does
not become a tokenism gesture. I do not see any future plans around the establishment of Maori Wards nor do I
see any funding around Marae Development although several opportunities are notable in the development of
community assets. Another forgotten aspect and I maybe wrong but several of our people pay rates towards
Council/Public cemeteries and marae also administer and look after their Urupa yet no funding is made available
to support their maintenance yet the whanau buried do pay rates.
___
Privacy Act 2020
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Alyssa Takimoana
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Inwards Mail
Friday, 30 April 2021 8:44 pm
Alyssa Takimoana
FW: Help us make big decisions about our District’s future

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

From: cribbynz@xtra.co.nz <cribbynz@xtra.co.nz>
Sent: Friday, 30 April 2021 6:20 am
To: LongTerm Plan Communications <ltp@rangitikei.govt.nz>
Cc: Lequan Meihana <Lequan.Meihana@rangitikei.govt.nz>
Subject: RE: Help us make big decisions about our District’s future
Tena Koe
What we see in the District future plans are great and work totally needed however in terms of Maori and what
resources are available it is totally missing and the concern we have is that the plan towards Maori Kaupapa does
not become a tokenism gesture. I do not see any future plans around the establishment of Maori Wards nor do I see
any funding around Marae Development although several opportunities are notable in the development of
community assets. Another forgotten aspect and I maybe wrong but several of our people pay rates towards
Council/Public cemeteries and marae also administer and look after their Urupa yet no funding is made available to
support their maintenance.
Please feel free to contact me should you require further clarification.
Nga mihi
John Cribb
Chairperson Opaea Marae Trustees
From: Rangitīkei District Council <ltp@rangitikei.govt.nz>
Sent: Tuesday, 20 April 2021 7:14 PM
To: John Cribb <cribbynz@xtra.co.nz>
Subject: Help us make big decisions about our District’s future

View this email in your browser

1
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077

Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/30/2021 10:07:54 PM
Ingoa/Name: Donna Harris
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address: 30 Hendersons Line
Īmēra/Email: donnaronharris@hotmail.com
Waea/Phone: 0225078860
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_2
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_2
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_2
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
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Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_2
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
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078

Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 4/30/2021 11:22:29 PM
Ingoa/Name: Terry Stillman
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
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Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
Please_tick_here_if_you_want_yo
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Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 5/1/2021 12:48:53 AM
Ingoa/Name: Tom Trotter
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable): Retired
Kāinga noho/Address: 26 Signal Street Marton 4710
Īmēra/Email: t.trotter@xtra.co.nz
Waea/Phone: 063277092
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_2
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
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Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
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Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 5/1/2021 12:53:38 AM
Ingoa/Name: Adina Foley
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address: 10 Meyer Crescent, Marton
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_3
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand?
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_2
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_2
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
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Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
This submission system is great
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
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Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 5/1/2021 2:16:05 AM
Ingoa/Name: Rosie Gilbert
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address: 118 Jones rd Taihape
Īmēra/Email: rosiegilbert@gmail.com
Waea/Phone: 0225241018
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_3
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
All ready provided in Taihape in various places. It is common for people to have wifi of their phone, esp when
travelling. I personally use free wi‐fi at Mc D’s, New world, the library and the free hour 2 degrees give each day. I
could also use the spark wifi point.
This idea is at least 5 years out of date.
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
I would invite all the Councillers to come to Taihape and watch a rugby game on a cold day. It’s about the people.
Keeping warm and sheltered during the game. People from all the districts catching up. Kids running up and down
the steps.
This iconic building needs to be preserved.
The majority of the community is very annoyed that the ammenities block is going ahead on the tennis count. The
last thing we needed was another building at the park. The non Taihape councillor are out of touch with Taihapes
community.

___
How should we fund Economic Development? other
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Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Not sure
Comment:
When ever I click out of this survey to check my options it wipes everything
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? other
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
No
Comment:
No
___
Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? other
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Not sure
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
The Taihape playground is in need of a complete revamp. It has had minim attention since the 90’s. It’s current
layout of being right by the road is an accident waiting to happen.
It is the social hub of Taihape and extremely important for caregivers of young children. Giving a welcome break,
catch up and play. It is important and our children have stimulating play and socialisation.
The toilets are so yuck that our family won’t use them. Luckily I have boys!
A lot of young families have moved to Taihape recently including myself. There was a strong pull for me to give my
children the rural up bringing that I had.
Signage and new toilets would benefit travellers padding through and encourage them to stop.
___
Privacy Act 2020
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082

Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 5/1/2021 6:36:50 AM
Ingoa/Name: Kendyl Davis
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address: 53 Harris Street Marton
Īmēra/Email: kaydeedavis69@gmail.com
Waea/Phone: 0221726922
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_3
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
I do not support wifi zones money can be spent elsewhere like fresh water
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand?
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development?
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
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___
Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_2
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
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Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 5/1/2021 7:25:30 AM
Ingoa/Name: Jiselle Rider
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable): n/a
Kāinga noho/Address:

Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_3
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
Introducing free wifi will attract loitering in our CBDs. If people can not afford a basic data plan, it is unlikely they
are spending money supporting our local businesses.
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
Encouraging sporting events in rural communities is paramount to the wellbeing of our citizens.
___
How should we fund Economic Development? other
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
This is far to vague.
Comment:
If by economic development, you mean providing free engineers to wealthy investors such as the development on
Hereford street corner in Marton, I do nit support this. We should not be using rate payer money to fund private
investors.
___
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Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
As long as it is for open (free ) events. eg not the over‐priced mud‐muster.
___
Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
With covid, we need to be conservative and not over‐borrow.
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
There are a lot of council employees who are inefficient. Some roles need to be re‐framed and reduced in order to
save money. This would make more sense than increasing rates on an already low‐socioeconomic population.
Please release all the roles, salaries and responsibilities of your employees before requesting an increase in rates.
___
Anything else?
Please revisit the reservoir walk. This either needs to be opened as a motox park or resurfaced with limestone so
it is user‐friendly. Currently, it is too coarse and full of glass for walkers, runners, cyclists, dogs or horses.
___
Privacy Act 2020
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Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 5/2/2021 3:44:37 AM
Ingoa/Name: Sarah Hale
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_3
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
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Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_2
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
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Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 5/2/2021 4:17:22 AM
Ingoa/Name: Rangi Krishnan
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable): Rangi Krishnan
Kāinga noho/Address: 54 Marumaru Street
Īmēra/Email: rangikrishnan@gmail.com
Waea/Phone: 0221843029
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_3
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
visitors to the area generally already have mobile issues sorted and wifi is available at the library and local cafes.
Locals, particularly low income people, should have access at the library and the hub. I don't see this benefitting
the community overall.
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_2
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
given the uncertainty surrounding our current future, this should be shelved.
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_2
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
Given the current economic environment, I suggest you work with what you got. A clearer path will reveal itself.
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_1*
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Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
economic growth is unlikely to be affected by higher council spend as it is subject to a broader range of factors.
However, I do support giving our local events a bit more exposure as these events are a very visible aspect of
community activity.
___
Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_2
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
I am not in favour of council extending its borrowing and further indebting local ratepayers. There are two
certainties on the horizon (from my perspective); that stocks will fall and interest rates will rise. Becoming
responsible for wider obligations is not a good strategy. Extending your borrowing will only put more pressure on
ratepayers further down the track.
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
I am NOT in favour of a rating increase. Council plans are meaningless when they also do not consider that
incomes are generally not rising. A 6.95% increase is not appropriate in the current economic environment and
also does not take into account other pressures on existing household incomes. Property prices may have
increased but for many home owners this is meaningless and does not equate to income.
___
Anything else?
I only have one comment and it's very simple ‐ no matter what long term plan you have, in an environment where
incomes are getting tighter and where there is greater uncertainty going forward, asking people to pay more is not
acceptable. It may be time for council to start tightening its own belt.
___
Privacy Act 2020
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Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 5/2/2021 7:03:58 AM
Ingoa/Name: Anne McAleece
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_3
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
Not essential, know one is going to divert from the state highway for wifi
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_2
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
Cant see what the previous money has been spent on
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
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Can see where the money went to & it does bring in people as well as national tv coverage
___
Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_2
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
Worried you will spend more than the 7800 rates can afford to pay
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
Making it more equal across the different groups fair. Do not want to see a 6.25% increase what happened to
increasing as per inflation or does that just apply to our wage increase in the area.
___
Anything else?
___
Privacy Act 2020
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Submitter Details:
Date submitted: 5/2/2021 7:09:52 AM
Ingoa/Name: Paul McAleece
Tōpūtanga/Organisation (if applicable):
Kāinga noho/Address:
Īmēra/Email:
Waea/Phone:
Speak to your submission:

Key Choices:
Should we set up free Wifi zones? Option_3
Do you have a comment about free Wifi Zones?
Comment:
___
Should we invest in the Taihape Grandstand? Option_1*
Do you have a comment about investing in the Taihape Grandstand?
Comment:
___
How should we fund Economic Development? Option_2
Do you have a comment on how we should fund Economic Development?
Comment:
___

Should we increase Event Sponsorship? Option_1*
Do you have a comment on increasing Event Sponsorship?
Comment:
___
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Should we join the LGFA as a guaranteeing member? Option_2
Do you have a comment about joining the LGFA?
Comment:
___
We’ve proposed a change to our rating system.
Don’t want a increase over 2% as our wages in the region are far too low compared with the cities, thats why we
don’t have a large rate base & our brightest youth are leaving or if staying unemployed or on low wages with
never a hope of becoming at homeowner paying rates.
___
Anything else?
Fix the water quality instead of just talking about it, use the proposed wifi money.
___
Privacy Act 2020
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